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As documented in the Yolo County General Plan, the
County desires to provide a balanced transportation
system that allows people multiple travel choices while
minimizing environmental impacts. When it comes to
potential impacts to the transportation system, the
County endeavors to measure impacts to the mobility of
residents and visitors across all travel modes. The
County also recognizes that streets are among the most
land-consuming and expensive use of public and private
dollars. Streets need to be recognized as important
public spaces where people connect, and as such, must
accommodate all modes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Transportation impact study (TIS) guidelines are routinely
established by jurisdictions to assist applicants with assessing
potential traffic impacts of proposed projects. The following
guidelines have been developed to provide a clear and
consistent technical approach to transportation impact analysis
for projects within Yolo County’s jurisdiction.
This document establishes protocol for transportation impact
studies and reports based on the current state-of-the-practice in
transportation planning and engineering. The County expects
these guidelines to result in studies that provide comprehensive
and accurate analysis of potential transportation impacts to
County facilities and services. This information is essential for
decision makers and the public when evaluating individual
projects.

PROJECT CONSIDERATIONS

What is a
Transportation Impact
Study?
A Transportation Impact Study
(TIS) evaluates the potential
adverse effects of proposed
projects on surrounding and
supporting transportation
infrastructure and services.
A TIS determines if the
adverse effects constitute
significant impacts, and, if so,
how the significant impacts
can be mitigated.

The following types of projects, which involve development
activity in and around Yolo County and affect the County’s
transportation system, may require a TIS.
•

Transportation infrastructure modification or expansion,
including capital improvement projects (CIP) on county
roads and state highways.

•

Land use entitlements requiring discretionary approval
by Yolo County, which includes annexations, general
plan amendments, specific plans, zoning changes,
conditional use permits, and tentative maps.

•

Land use activity advanced by agencies other than Yolo
County that is subject to jurisdictional review under state
and federal law.

•

Land use activity advanced by agencies other than Yolo
County that is inconsistent with the County’s General
Plan.

Section 2 identifies specific project parameters or “triggers” that
may necessitate a TIS.
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INTENT OF STUDY GUIDELINES
These guidelines address key elements required for preparing
and reviewing transportation impact studies in Yolo County. This
document is intended to be a resource applied in concert with
professional judgment. The following major issues are addressed
in this document.
•

Situations and thresholds that commonly trigger the
need for a TIS.

•

Scope and extent of the required study.

•

Transportation impact analysis methods.

•

Criteria to determine if the transportation-related impacts
of a proposed project are significant under the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

•

Mitigation measure requirements.

•

Guidelines for documentation of
conclusions, and recommendations.

the

findings,

Yolo County will primarily review transportation studies and
reports based on the guidelines presented in this document.
However, each project is unique, and TIS guidelines are not
intended to be prescriptive beyond practical. Not all criteria and
analyses described in this document will apply to every project.
Early and consistent communication with the Planning and
Public Works Department is encouraged to confirm the type and
level of analysis required on a case-by-case basis.

GENERAL PLAN CONTEXT
The Circulation Element of the 2030 Countywide General Plan
specifically identified the development and adoption of
transportation impact study guidelines that consider all modes of
travel and establish clear guidance for analysis and significance
criteria (Circulation Element Action CI-A2).
The General Plan was updated in 2009 to guide future decisionmaking in the unincorporated areas in the County. The common
vision is to remain an area of active and productive farmland and
open space where communities will retain their unique identity.
The vision is a balanced network of roads, trails, bike paths, and
transit routes that encourages compact pedestrian- and bikefriendly neighborhoods within easy access to stores and work.
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For projects that are consistent with the General Plan, the impact
analysis is generally limited to an evaluation of the project
access points and connectivity to the existing adjacent bicycle,
pedestrian, vehicle, and transit facilities (see Sections 2 and 3 for
details). If a project is inconsistent with the General Plan,
these guidelines do not apply, and a consultation with the
Planning and Public Works Department is required.
The General Plan vision is supported by nine guiding principles
and supporting objectives, with the two most relevant listed here:
Principle 5: The safest and most efficient way to move
goods and people is through a variety of transportation
alternatives.
Principle 9: Fundamental changes are needed to secure
the health, safety and prosperity of our communities
against the potentially adverse effects of climate change.
Section 4 contains specific references to relevant Circulation
Element policies of the General Plan.

Transportation Impact Study Guidelines
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2. TRIGGERS REQUIRING
AN IMPACT STUDY
Unless explicitly waived by the County, a TIS is required when
any one of the following conditions is met.
•

The project has the potential to create a significant
environmental impact under CEQA (check Table 7 on
page 31 for a list of significance thresholds for all
modes).

•

The proposed project has the potential to generate 100
new passenger vehicle trips per day or an equivalent
number of truck trips according to the table below (see
Appendix G for FHWA vehicle classification definitions).

Does my project require
a transportation impact
study?

Vehicle and Truck Trip Equivalencies

Vehicle
Classification

Description

Trigger for a TIS
(New Vehicle
Trips Per Day )

Actions That May Be
Subject to CEQA

Auto

2 axles

100

Small Truck

2 axles/6 tires
(includes buses)

50

Medium Truck

3 & 4 axles

20

• Land use changes

Large Truck

5 plus axles

5

• Funding from public
agency contracts,
subsidies, and loans

•

The project requires a permit application, which is
subject to discretionary approval.

•

The project will substantially alter physical or operational
conditions on a County roadway, bikeway, sidewalk, or
other transportation facility.

In general, a TIS is applicable for two years. After two or more
years of inactivity, a TIS should be updated.
In some instances, a master TIS may be prepared for a larger
development. If the master TIS fully addresses development
phasing and the phase or project is consistent with the intent of
the larger development, specific phases will generally not require
supplemental transportation impact studies.
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• Infrastructure construction
• Adoption of an ordinance
or resolution

• Issuance of a lease,
permit, license, certificate,
or other entitlement
If the proposed project includes
any of the above actions, an
Initial Study (IS) should be
prepared to determine the
appropriate environmental
clearance documents, such as
an Environmental Impact
Report (EIR).
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PROJECT DEFINITION
The applicant shall provide a project description that, at a
minimum, includes the following:
•

Specific land uses intended for the site.

•

Size or intensity of the proposed development (e.g.,
square footage, acreage, dwelling units, tonnage, etc.).

•

Documentation to inform the County whether the project
generates 100 or more vehicle trips per day. Refer to
Table 1 for typical project trip generation estimates.

•

Documentation to inform the County whether the project
will affect off-site transportation facilities or services
including transit, rail crossings, roadways, bikeways, and
sidewalks (see discussion of multimodal analysis on
page 21 and Table 7 on page 31 for more information
about potential multimodal impacts).

An accurate project description will help determine if a TIS is
required based on potential significant environmental impacts or
trip generation.
TABLE 1: TYPICAL DAILY TRIP GENERATION ESTIMATE
FOR COMMON PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT TYPES
Proposed Development Example
(ITE Number)

ITE Daily Trip
Generation1

Single Family Detached Housing
(210) – 20 dwelling units

191

General Office Building (710) –
10 KSF gross floor area

110

Specialty Retail Center (814) –
5 KSF leasable area

222

General Light Industrial (110) –
10 KSF gross floor area

70

Fast-Food with Drive-Through
Window (934) – 1 KSF gross floor
area

496

Nursing Home (620) – 50 beds

119

1

Value does not consider by-pass trips.
KSF = 1,000 square feet
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TRIP GENERATION
All applicants are required to submit a trip generation analysis
that identifies the number of new daily and peak hour vehicletrips added by the proposed project. The trip generation
estimation for all new or proposed development projects shall
include the summation of primary trips and diverted linked trips.
The following figure describes trip types relevant to trip
generation and the difference between the total trips generated
by the project versus new trips added by the project.

Transportation Impact Study Guidelines
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The estimation of new trips generated by the proposed
development project may include credit for trips associated with
existing uses on the site. Existing uses are those actively present
on the project site at the time data is gathered for the traffic
impact study.
The final estimate of new daily and peak-hour trips associated
with a proposed development project should represent the net
contribution of the proposed project. The County will review the
trip generation analysis and determine if additional analysis is
required.
Trip generation analysis should be primarily based on trip
generation rates derived from local empirical data. Recognizing
that this is not always possible, applicants may use the most
recent version of the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE)
Trip Generation1 and recommendations provided in the Trip
Generation Handbook.2 If multiple trip generation rate sources
exist, the study shall provide a comparison and use the rates that
best reflect local conditions and applicable regulatory
constraints.
The project trip generation rate cannot be based solely on one
nearby or similar land use facility. The sample used for nonstandard trip generation rates shall include at least three similar
facilities in Yolo County or neighboring jurisdictions with similar
characteristics.
If the study involves comparable sites located in other
communities, the applicant must demonstrate to the satisfaction
of the County that the sites and uses to be studied are
reasonably equivalent to the site and use proposed within the
County.
The final trip generation rates used for the project should be a
weighted average of the various trip generation rates available. A
tabular summary of the final trip generation rate calculation shall
be provided. Appendix A provides sample trip generation
calculations.

Establishing Trip
Generation for an
Unknown Use
For Projects Outside of a
Specific Plan Area
Option 1:
In the case of “shell” buildings
with unidentified uses or where
the ultimate tenant use of the
building cannot be restricted,
the County Engineer will likely
recommend the use of the
highest traffic intensity among
all permitted uses to establish
traffic impacts and to calculate
project impact fees.
Option 2:
Traffic impacts may be
assessed based on a use with
lower traffic intensity if the
County and the developer
establish a trip budget
threshold. The trip budget will
be monitored by the Planning
Department. Additional
evaluation is required if the trip
budget will be exceeded by a
proposed project.

th

1. Trip Generation, 7 Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers,
Washington, D.C., 2003
2. Trip Generation Handbook, An ITE Recommended Practice, Institute of
Transportation Engineers, Washington, D.C., June 2004
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3. SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The contents and extent of a transportation impact study depend
on the location and size of the proposed development, the
prevailing conditions in the surrounding area, and the technical
questions being asked by decision makers and the public.

How do I determine the
study area?

STUDY AREA
Defining a study area needs to be done through a process that
results in substantial evidence (facts, analysis, etc.) that supports
the study area delineation. The boundary should extend as far as
any potential CEQA impact might occur, including across
jurisdictional boundaries. The County must approve study
locations before traffic data collection and analysis commences.
Careful consideration of all modes and facilities (i.e., transit,
pedestrian, bicycle, vehicle, rail crossings, etc.) is required when
selecting the study area boundary. The study area should be
viewed as the “area of influence” of a specific project. The extent
of the study area should be determined according to the
following guidelines:
•

The minimum study area shall include the transportation
network within two miles of the project site or the
network area where the project adds more than 10 peak
hour trips.

•

If the project is of statewide, areawide, or regional
significance as defined in Section 15206 of the CEQA
Guidelines, then the study area shall consider highways
and rail facilities within 10 miles of the project site.

Additional facilities may be studied based on circumstances
unique to the site. Applicants should consult with the County
early regarding any additional study locations based on local or
site-specific issues, especially those related to agricultural
vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles, rail crossings, and transit.

Transportation Impact Study Guidelines
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TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS
SCENARIOS
The potential transportation analysis scenarios are listed below.
Most isolated or small projects consistent with the General Plan
will be required only to complete the Present Conditions
analysis. Larger projects and projects near other potential
development projects may be required to analyze both Present
and Near-Term Conditions. The analysis of all three time periods
would typically occur for specific plans.

How many traffic
analysis scenarios are
required?

PR ESEN T COND ITION S
•

Existing Conditions represented by transportation
conditions for all travel modes in the study area based
on recent field observations.
Traffic volumes for
roadway analysis should be based on recent count data.
For CEQA compliance, the transportation impact
analysis must include a description of the physical
environmental condition in the vicinity of the project, as
they exist at the time of the notice of preparation is
published, or if no notice of preparation is published, at
the time environmental analysis is commenced, from
both a local and regional perspective (CEQA Guidelines
Section 15125(a)).

•

Existing Plus Project Conditions represented by
project changes to existing transportation conditions for
all travel modes in the study area. Traffic volume
forecasts for roadway analysis should reflecting existing
conditions plus traffic generated by the proposed project.
For re-use or conversion projects, this will involve
accounting for any existing use of the site that remains
or will be discontinued.

N EAR- TERM C OND ITION S
•

Existing Plus Approved Projects Conditions
represented by changes to existing transportation
conditions for all travel modes in the study area resulting
from approved projects. Traffic volume forecasts for
roadway analysis should reflect existing conditions plus
growth due to approved development (this scenario may
be skipped if the study area has limited or no approved
developments).

•

Existing Plus Approved Projects Plus Project
Conditions represented by Existing Plus Approved
Projects Conditions plus changes to these conditions
caused by the proposed project (this scenario may be
Transportation Impact Study Guidelines
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skipped if the study area has limited or no approved
developments).
FU TUR E COND ITIONS (typically will be required only for
specific plans)
•

Cumulative No Project Conditions represented by
transportation conditions for all travel modes in the study
area reflecting all approved projects plus pending
projects or expected development of other areas of the
County designated for growth. In most cases, the project
site will likely be vacant under this scenario. In some
cases though, this scenario may need to account for any
existing uses on the site that could continue and
potential increases in development allowed by ministerial
approvals only.

•

Cumulative Plus Project Conditions represented by
Cumulative Conditions plus changes to these conditions
caused by the proposed project. This scenario needs to
account for whether the project is changing any existing
or planned land uses on the site.

Additional analysis scenarios may be required in the traffic
impact analysis dependent on project conditions and setting. For
example, other scenarios may be needed to test phasing or
other interim conditions, at the discretion of the County.

TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS TIME
PERIODS
The determination of analysis time periods will depend on the
travel modes being evaluated. For non-auto travel modes, the
analysis may include daily, peak period, or peak hour conditions.
Final determination shall be made in consultation with County
staff. For roadway analysis, General Plan Policy CI-3.4 states
that, at a minimum, weekday AM and PM peak hour traffic
volumes will be used in determining compliance with the vehicle
level of service (LOS) standard. For recreational and other nontypical peak hour uses, weekday afternoon, weekday late
evening, or weekends shall be considered.

What time periods need
to be analyzed?

Based on the land use of the proposed project and upon
consultation with County, the study shall analyze traffic
operations during the peak hour of the following time periods.
•

Weekday morning peak (7:00 – 9:00 AM)

•

Weekday evening peak (4:00 – 6:30 PM)

Transportation Impact Study Guidelines
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For some projects, the County may substitute or require
additional peak hour analysis for the following time periods.
•

Weekday afternoon peak (2:00 – 4:00 PM)

•

Friday evening peak (5:00 – 7:00 PM)

•

Weekend midday peak (11:00 AM – 1:00 PM)

•

Weekend evening peak (4:00 – 7:30 PM)

The determination of study time periods should be made
separately for each proposed project based upon the peaking
characteristics of project-generated traffic and peaking
characteristics of the adjacent street system and land uses. The
time period(s) that should be analyzed are those that exhibit the
maximum combined level of project-generated traffic and
adjacent street traffic.

CONSULTATION WITH OTHER
JURISDICTIONS
If the study area overlaps with other jurisdictions, the other
jurisdictions must be consulted to verify study locations and to
specify the impact significance criteria that should be used in the
TIS for these locations. Section 15086 of the CEQA Guidelines
shall be followed as the basis for satisfying consultation
requirements. In most cases, overlap will occur for roadway
system analysis. Section 4 and Appendix C contain information
on LOS policy thresholds for Caltrans, incorporated cities in Yolo
County, and UC Davis. Roadway crossings of rail lines are
another overlap area that requires coordination with the Public
Utilities Commission (PUC). The focus of any analysis related to
rail crossings should be on whether the current crossing
complies with current design standards.

MAJOR COMPONENTS OF THE STUDY
The extent and complexity of a transportation impact study can
vary greatly. Table 2 provides basic transportation and
circulation elements that shall be acknowledged in every project
requiring a TIS. Table 3 in Section 4 identifies relevant policies
by each element. Specific analysis methodologies and
significance criteria for each of the listed elements are described
in further detail in Sections 5 and 6. Communicating the
transportation impact study results is as important as the
analysis itself. Effective graphics, charts, and simulations are
often necessary to successfully communicate analysis results to
decision makers and the public.

Transportation Impact Study Guidelines
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TABLE 2: TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION ELEMENTS ADDRESSED IN AN IMPACT STUDY
Elements

Evaluation

On-site
Circulation

Review and evaluate site access locations, driveway throat depths, size of major circulation
features with respect to operations and safety, turning movement volumes at site access points,
queuing at site access driveways, dimensions of truck loading areas, and emergency access.
Address and accommodate pedestrian and bicycle access. See Appendix D for a sample.

Off-Site Traffic
Operations

Study all roadway facilities using methods and procedures contained in the latest version of the
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM).

Bicycle
Facilities

Identify any existing or planned bicycle facilities that may be affected by the project. Focus on
maintaining or enhancing connectivity and completing network gaps.

Pedestrian
Facilities and
Americans with
Disabilities Act
(ADA)
compliance

Identify any existing or planned pedestrian facilities that may be affected by the project. Focus on
maintaining or enhancing connectivity, completing network gaps, and removing barriers. Disclose
evaluation and documentation of project features (e.g., road widening) with likely disparate impact
on pedestrians (e.g., longer crossing time).

Parking

Compare the project parking plan with County standards.

Neighborhood
Electric
Vehicles (NEV)

Review potential for NEV circulation within the study area. Identify NEV opportunities and
constraints. NEVs are permitted only on streets with a posted speed limit of 35 mph or less
(California Vehicle Code Section 21260). Alternatively, a separate facility (e.g., shared use path or
lane) may be required.

Trucks (or other
heavy vehicles)

For agricultural projects, mining projects, or other projects related to goods or materials movement,
identify the number of truck trips that will be generated, and design facilities necessary to
accommodate truck traffic. This will generally require evaluation of the Traffic Index for existing
roadways serving the project and an assessment of whether roadways meet current County design
standards.

Transit

Identify any existing or planned transit facilities that may be affected by the project. Focus on
maintaining or enhancing connectivity and completing network gaps. For system planning, use
crush load as capacity, not seated capacity.

Intersection
Traffic Control

The County prefers roundabouts instead of traffic signals or all-way stop control. Evaluate
unsignalized intersections located within the study to determine appropriate traffic control with or
without the project.

General Plan
Consistency

Evaluate the project against goals, polices, and actions set forth in the General Plan.

Other Subject
Areas

Consider other subject areas on a case-by-case basis.

Other
Jurisdictional
Requirements

In situations where several agencies must approve a development or are responsible for affected
roadways, the applicant must contact lead and responsible agencies to determine issues to be
addressed, scope of study, etc.
In general, the applicant will be responsible for analyzing project impacts against appropriate
jurisdictional thresholds; however, the analysis methodology will be determined by the County in
compliance with CEQA and the impacts will be mitigated consistent with County standards.

Transportation Impact Study Guidelines
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4. RELEVANT POLICIES
An important aspect of a TIS is to provide sufficient information
for the County to determine that a project is consistent with the
General Plan and other applicable County plans. As such,
individual projects must be reviewed against relevant policies
contained in the General Plan or other plans such as the
Congestion Management Plan. Table 3 listed the most common
policies associated with each element of a TIS in an abbreviated
fashion. Applicants should review the full policy statement in the
General Plan.
TABLE 3: PRIMARY TRANSPORTATION & CIRCULATION GENERAL PLAN POLICIES

Element

General Plan Circulation Element Policy

Project
Applicability
(Check here)

¾

¾
¾
¾

On-site
Circulation

¾
¾
¾

Policy CI-1.3 Reduce the total vehicle miles of travel (VMT) per household
by making efficient use of existing transportation facilities and by providing
for more direct routes for pedestrians and bicyclists
Policy CI-3.8 Encourage compact development
Policies CI-3.18, CI-3.19 and CI-3.20 VMT limitations and policies within
Specific Plan areas
Policy CC-2.16 Require sustainable design standards including:

Narrow streets with a shade canopy

Vertical curbs and landscape-separated sidewalk

Pedestrian-scale street lighting

Maximum block lengths of 600 feet

North-south, east-west grid street network

Parking on both sides of the street in downtown areas

Parking located in the rear with 50 percent shading

Convenient and secure bicycle parking in downtown areas

Avoid cul-de-sacs that create pedestrian and bicycle barriers

Include recharging stations, preferred parking, and incentives for
alternative energy vehicles

Multiple connections for all modes to integrate surrounding
communities
Policy CI-1.2 Preserve and continue to develop a fully-connected gridbased circulation system that distributes traffic evenly
Policy CC-4.36 Encourage private roads within new development
Policy CI-3.14 Incorporate roundabouts and traffic calming

Transportation Impact Study Guidelines
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Element

General Plan Circulation Element Policy

Project
Applicability
(Check here)

¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

¾
Off-Site Traffic
Operations
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
Bicycle Facilities

¾
¾

Policy CI-1.1 Ensure future county transportation routes are consistent with
the planned improvements shown in the Circulation Element Diagram
Policy CI-3.9 Construct safety improvements on existing roadways
Policies CC-1.12 through CC-1.16 Preserve scenic quality of rural
roadways
Policies CI-3.10 and CI-7.3 Prioritize improvements to “farm to market”
corridors identified in Table CI-1 of the General Plan
Policy CI-2.1 Plan for use of the roadway space by all users, including
automobiles, trucks, alternative energy vehicles, agricultural equipment,
transit, bicyclists, and pedestrians, as appropriate to the road classification
and surrounding land uses
Policy CI 3.3 Consider objectives such as minimizing impacts to the
environment, reducing greenhouse gases and air pollutants, and
increasing travel choices when expanding or modifying the County or State
transportation network
Policy CI-3.6 Incorporate complete streets
Policy CI-3.7 Consider unique conditions associated with rural and
agricultural areas
Policy CI-3.17 Ensure emergency vehicle access
Policy CI-3.14 Incorporate roundabouts and traffic calming
Policy CI-3.11 Require new development to finance and construct all offsite circulation improvements necessary to mitigate a project’s
transportation impacts. Collect the fair share costs of all feasible
transportation improvements necessary to reduce the severity of
cumulative transportation impacts.
Policy CI-3.12 Construct improvements prior or concurrent to need
Policy CI-3.15 Fund long-term maintenance
Policy CI-2.4 Comfort, convenience, and safety of bicyclists and
pedestrians are as important as those same values for drivers
Policy CI-5.5 Integrate bicycle, pedestrian, and transit facilities into new
developments
Policy CI-5.9 Maintain consistency with the Bicycle Transportation Plan
Policies CI-5.11 and CI-5.19 Preserve abandoned public roads and rail
corridors for bicycle and pedestrian travel
Policy CI-5.12 Link bicyclists and pedestrians to other modes
Policy CI-5.13 Establish pedestrian areas in conjunction with the
development, redevelopment and design of mixed-use neighborhoods,
schools, parks and community downtowns. Incorporate the following
minimum design elements into pedestrian areas:

Adequate lighting for bicycle and pedestrian access

Bicycle and pedestrian connections from cul-de-sacs to adjacent
streets

Transportation Impact Study Guidelines
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Element

General Plan Circulation Element Policy

Project
Applicability
(Check here)

¾
¾
¾
¾

Pedestrian
Facilities and
Americans with
Disabilities Act
(ADA) compliance

¾
¾

¾

Policy CC-2.16 Require sustainable design standards including:

North-south, east-west grid street network

Parking on both sides of the street in downtown areas

Parking located in the rear with 50 percent shading

Convenient and secure bicycle parking in downtown areas

Include recharging stations, preferred parking, and incentives for
alternative energy vehicles

¾

Policy CI-4.3 Reduce dependence upon fossil fuels through infrastructure
necessary to support clean alternative fuel vehicles or electric vehicles
Policy CI-4.4 Support low emissions or non-polluting forms of
transportation

Parking

Neighborhood
Electric Vehicles
(NEV)

¾
¾

Trucks

Policy CI-2.4 Comfort, convenience, and safety of bicyclists and
pedestrians are as important as those same values for drivers
Policy CI-5.3 Ensure compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act
(ADA)
Policy CI-5.5 Integrate bicycle, pedestrian, and transit facilities into new
developments
Policies CI-5.11 and CI-5.19 Preserve abandoned public roads and rail
corridors for bicycle and pedestrian travel
Policy CI-5.12 Link bicyclists and pedestrians to other modes
Policy CI-5.13 Establish pedestrian areas in conjunction with the
development, redevelopment and design of mixed-use neighborhoods,
schools, parks and community downtowns. Incorporate the following
minimum design elements into pedestrian areas:

Intersection bulb-outs to reduce walking distances across streets

Pedestrian facilities at all signalized intersection approaches, including
mid-street refuges, where appropriate

Vertical curbs, detached sidewalks and tree-lined streets

Adequate lighting for bicycle and pedestrian access

Wide sidewalks in downtown areas that allow for multiple uses,
including outdoor dining

Grid-based street pattern

Community entry points (gateways)

Bicycle and pedestrian connections from cul-de-sacs to adjacent
streets

¾
¾
¾

Policy CI-2.1 Plan for use of the roadway space by all users, including
automobiles, trucks, alternative energy vehicles, agricultural equipment,
transit, bicyclists, and pedestrians, as appropriate to the road classification
and surrounding land uses
Policy CI-3.7 Consider unique conditions associated with rural and
agricultural areas
Policy CI-3.17 Ensure emergency vehicle access
Policy CI-7.2 Encourage goods movement on freeways and designated
routes
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Element

General Plan Circulation Element Policy

Project
Applicability
(Check here)

¾

¾
¾
¾
Transit

Intersection
Traffic Control
General Plan
Consistency

¾
¾

Policy CI-1.2 Preserve and continue to develop a fully connected gridbased circulation system that distributes traffic evenly
Policy CI-3.14 Incorporate roundabouts and traffic calming

¾

Review other elements of the General Plan for applicable policies,
especially the land use and community character element

¾

Policy CI-1.12 Monitor roadways in the Yolo County Congestion
Management Program (CMP) and prepare a deficiency plan when CMP
LOS thresholds are exceeded. Improving deficiencies shall focus on
mitigations to the transportation system that reduce vehicle travel.

¾

Policy CI-1.4 Continue to work with other agencies to achieve timely
construction of regional road improvements that are consistent with the
Yolo County General Plan

Other Subject
Areas
Other
Jurisdictional
Requirements

Policy CI-2.3 Ensure that, wherever feasible, public transit and alternative
mode choices are a viable and attractive alternative to the use of single
occupant motor vehicles
Policy CI-6.2 Require convenient and accessible transit stops and hubs
Policy CI-6.3 Require amenities at transit stops and hubs per the Yolo
County Transportation District
Policy CI-6.11 Require new development to include design elements that
promote transit use, such as:

Locating sheltered bus stops near neighborhood focal points

Locating transit routes on streets serving medium-high density
development whenever feasible

Linking neighborhoods to bus stops through continuous bikeways and
sidewalks

Providing direct bicycle and pedestrian access to transit stops, parkand-ride lots, alternative fuel stations, bicycle racks, train access (e.g.,
Dunnigan, Yolo, and Zamora), public docks for water taxis
(Clarksburg, Elkhorn, and Knights Landing) and airport shuttles
(Elkhorn)

Transportation Impact Study Guidelines
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VEHICLE LEVEL OF SERVICE
Historically, vehicle level of service (LOS) thresholds have been
the prevailing criteria applied to transportation projects. Yolo
County recognizes that vehicle LOS is one performance
measure that needs to be careful weighed against other County
objectives to balance the preservation of community and rural
values with a safe and efficient circulation system. The County’s
vehicle LOS standard is described in detail in the Circulation
Element of the General Plan (Policies CI-3.1, CI-3.2, and CI-3.4)
and is summarized to the right. Objectives or thresholds for
other transportation modes have also been established and are
addressed in these guidelines in Table 7 on page 31.
Figure 1 (pages 18 and 19) provides an overview of LOS
thresholds by roadway segment consistent with the policy and
exceptions set forth in Policy CI-3.1 and CI-3.2. This figure also
includes a note indicating that the Caltrans LOS threshold for
one section of Interstate 5 (I-5) differs from the County’s
threshold. Pursuant to Policy CI-3.2.1, transportation impact
studies that include this portion of I-5 must analyze both LOS
thresholds.
If the TIS study area extends into an adjacent jurisdiction, their
LOS threshold shall be used for the impact significance criteria
for analysis locations in that jurisdiction. Appendix C contains the
LOS policies and thresholds for incorporated cities in Yolo
County. The applicant is responsible for analyzing project
impacts against appropriate jurisdictional standards; however,
impacts will be mitigated consistent with County standards and
the County General Plan.
Applicants are required to verify LOS thresholds for study area
intersections and roadways. The General Plan also states that
LOS exceptions may be allowed on a case-by-case basis, where
reducing the level of service threshold would result in clear public
benefit. Further, individual Specific Plans and Community Area
Plans have specific LOS thresholds. Applicants with a project
within one of these plan areas should confirm applicable LOS
thresholds with the County.

Transportation Impact Study Guidelines

Yolo County Vehicle
LOS Threshold Policy
Maintain LOS C or better for
roadways and intersections
within
the
unincorporated
county. In no case shall land
use be approved that would
either result in worse than
LOS C conditions, or require
additional improvements to
retain the required level of
service, except as specified in
Policy CI-3.1 of the General
Plan. The intent of this policy is
to consider level of service as
a limit on the capacity of the
County’s roadways.
Where roadway improvements
are not needed due to the
adoption of a lower level of
service policy, developers shall
be required to construct
equivalent
circulation
and
safety improvements for other
modes of travel.
Source:
2030 Countywide General Plan
Policies CI-3.1 and CI-3.2
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5. ANALYSIS
METHODOLOGY
This section provides data collection and analysis procedures for
conducting transportation impact studies in Yolo County. The
County is committed to equal levels of analysis for all modes of
travel. The methodology presented is this section includes robust
data collection and analysis techniques for pedestrian, bicycle
and transit networks, in addition to vehicle circulation.

TRANSPORTATION DATA COLLECTION
Accurate data is essential to achieve a high level of confidence
in transportation analysis results. Existing traffic conditions data
shall be collected using the guidelines set forth in Table 4.
TABLE 4: EXISTING CONDITIONS DATA COLLECTION PROTOCOL
Data Set

Procedure

Peak period turning
movement counts

Collect data for all study intersections on a Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday during weeks
without holidays, large special events, heavy construction, or agricultural activity (i.e., harvest
season) in the study area that results in temporary travel pattern shifts. Fall or Spring days
without rain and when school is in session are preferred.
¾ Care should be taken to collect data on days when schools are in session.
¾ Consult with the County to determine if adjustments are necessary to account for seasonal
variation in traffic volumes.
¾ Traffic counts shall not be used if more than two years old at study initiation. If available,
County counts may be used but the traffic counts must be adjusted to reflect current year
traffic volumes and patterns.
¾ Bicycles and pedestrians should be included in all counts.
¾ Some projects may require vehicle classification or occupancy counts. Consult with the
County on a case-by-base basis.

Daily traffic counts

Collect data for all study roadway segments using the parameters described above for peak
period turning movement counts with the exception of collecting bicycle and pedestrian data.

Roadway
geometrics

Establish existing geometrics from a combination of aerial photography, as-built plans, and site
visits.

Travel time and
speed

Only as necessary. Collect data using a floating car survey.

Signal timing

Request timing from the County and other operating agencies such as Caltrans. Verify timing in
the field.

Collision data

Obtain Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System (SWITRS) through the local California
Highway Patrol or through the following Web site: www.chp.ca.gov/switrs.

Mode split

Summarize daily and peak hour mode split from study area or communities adjacent to study
area. Data sources could include the Census journey-to-work survey, the SACOG household
travel survey, or other available surveys.
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Data Set

Procedure

Transit routes and
use

Map existing transit routes and stops serving the study area and identify service hours and levels
of use. Document amenities (benches, shelters, bicycle parking, etc.) available at transit stops
and centers within ¼-mile of non-residential projects and a ½-mile of residential projects.

Bicycle and
pedestrian facilities

Map existing bicycle and pedestrian facilities within the study area (include sidewalks,
crosswalks, signal heads, push buttons, related signing and striping). Document barriers,
deficiencies and high-pedestrian demand land uses including schools, parking, senior housing
facilities, and transit stops or centers. Consider using evaluation tools such as
www.walkscore.org or similar tools to quantify walkability.

MULTIMODAL ANALYSIS
Evaluate the project’s potential adverse effects on transportation
facilities and services related to transit, rail crossings, bicycles,
and pedestrians. The evaluation could include identification of
any disruption to existing facilities and services or interference
with the implementation of planned facilities and services. This
effort will require identifying and mapping existing facilities.
Particular attention should be made to roadway or intersection
widening mitigation that would increase pedestrian/bicycle
crossing times or increase the potential for vehicle and
pedestrian/bicycle conflicts. Consideration should also be given
to how a project affects accessibility between each travel mode
and the surrounding land uses.
Mode split goals for walking, bicycling, and transit trips must be
established for specific plan areas as part of the TIS (Policy
CI-3.20 and Action CI-A6). These goals should apply to peak
period and daily conditions. Monitoring mode split on a biennial
basis using household travel surveys is also recommended, but
the timeframe and level of survey detail should be tailored to the
size and scale of the specific plan development. Any monitoring
process should consider that the Census and SACOG conduct
household travel surveys about every 10 years. Cooperating with
these surveys could reduce time and effort as part of future
monitoring. Appendix F contains a sample household travel
survey.
For some projects, more detailed multi-modal analysis may be
required. In these cases, the methodology shall be selected in
consultation with County staff and should consider new tools,
procedures, and performance measures such as those listed
below.
•

Multimodal LOS – The NCHRP 3-70 Multimodal Level
of Service Analysis for Urban Streets, Transportation
Research Board, February 2008 is proposed for
inclusion in the 2010 HCM and is already available for
use. Alternatively, simulation models can be used to
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measure performance (i.e., person-delay) for all modes
using a transportation network.
•

Activity Connectedness – Travel time for each mode
(vehicles, transit, bicycles, and walking) between the
project and surrounding land uses can be used to gauge
the degree of accessibility for a project. The County
desires to minimize travel time to necessary destinations
while minimizing unnecessary vehicle travel.
Tools such as Index and Walkscore can be used to
gauge this measure specifically for walking. The main
idea is to evaluate activity centers and destinations
around projects to ensure that walk times to necessary
destinations are minimized and the walking experience
is comfortable.

•

Speed Management – Desired travel speeds for each
mode should be considered in project evaluation where
new transportation facilities are being constructed. For
urban areas, the County desires roadways to be
designed for 35 miles per hour less to allow NEV use
and to reduce the severity of collisions. Desired speeds
for commuter bikeways and pedestrianways will depend
on the surrounding context, but the intent is to minimize
barriers or obstructions to bicycle and pedestrian
movements.

TRAFFIC OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
Traffic impacts shall be analyzed using standard or state-of-thepractice professional procedures for trip generation, trip
distribution, and traffic assignment, which can generally be found
through organizations such as Institute of Transportation
Engineers (ITE), Caltrans, Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA), and American Planning Associating (APA).
General Plan Policy CI-3.4 states that LOS definitions and
calculation methods must be consistent with the latest edition of
the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM). The HCM is published by
the Transportation Research Board. The current version was
published in 2000 and an update is planned for 2010.
A n a ly si s Pa ra me t er s
Analysis parameters (e.g., signal phasing, conflicting pedestrian
volumes, etc.) for Existing and Existing Plus Project conditions
shall be based on field measurements taken during traffic count
collection or field observation. This typically applies to Existing
Plus Approved Projects and Existing Plus Approved Projects
Plus Project analysis.
Transportation Impact Study Guidelines

Evaluating Side Street
Stop-Controlled
Intersections
In addition to reporting the
worst individual movement
delay, the delay for the overall
intersection shall be calculated
and reported.
This information will allow
reviewers to gauge potential
impacts to individual turning
movements against those for
the entire intersection.
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For new study intersections and under Cumulative conditions,
Table 5 provides guidance on state-of-the-practice procedures.
Consult with the County regarding other analysis parameters not
listed in Table 5.
TABLE 5: ANALYSIS PARAMETER RECOMMENDATIONS
Parameter

Recommendation

Peak hour factor (PHF)

Use measured approach PHF obtained through traffic data collection. For cumulative
scenarios and existing conditions where peak hour factors are not available, refer to the
HCM and maintain consistency through analysis scenarios and peak hours.
¾ If a simulation model is used for analysis, the PHF should be applied over more than
a 15-minute period.

Saturation flow rate

A field measurement of the saturation flow rate is recommended in accordance with
procedure in the HCM, Chapter 16, Appendix H.
For cumulative conditions, use the value recommended in the most recent HCM unless
physical conditions and traffic controls warrant a change. The 2000 HCM recommends
1,900 vehicles per hour per lane.

Yellow phase

4 seconds per phase (if traffic signal is present under existing conditions, use existing
yellow phase).

All red phase

1 second per phase (if traffic signal is present under existing conditions, use existing red
phase). Red phase may be greater on high-speed roadways.

Conflicting pedestrians for
signalized intersections
and roundabouts

Primarily based on existing pedestrian counts or observations. Otherwise, refer to the
most current version of the HCM to determine the amount of pedestrian activations per
cycle into appropriate categories. The following three categories are included in the 2000
HCM.
¾ Low pedestrian activity (near freeway interchanges/community commercial sites) –
10% of the cycles are expected to have pedestrian activations
¾ Medium pedestrian activity (near community commercial sites) – 25% of the cycles
are expected to have pedestrian activations
¾ High pedestrian activity (in and around downtown) – 50% of the cycles are expected
to have pedestrian activations
To determine conflicting pedestrians, assume one pedestrian per activation.
Pedestrian activity must also be considered at roundabout intersections.

Traffic signal cycle lengths

Replicate existing cycle length and phasing (e.g., leading left turns) when possible. For
new signalized locations, segment the cycle lengths into the following three categories
unless other cycle lengths can be justified through the traffic operations analysis.
¾ In and around downtown – limit signal cycle lengths to less than 60 seconds
¾ In and around suburban areas – limit signal cycle lengths to less than 90 seconds
¾ Near freeway interchanges/regional commercial – limit signal cycle lengths to less
than 120 seconds
Ensure that minimum pedestrian times are satisfied.

Heavy truck percentages
Lane utilization factor

Based on the existing heavy-truck percentage and adjusted to account for future planned
development. In general, heavy-truck percentages should be greater on truck routes and
main thoroughfares than on local streets. Minimum recommended value is 2%.
If applicable, adjust lane utilization factors based on field observations.

Transportation Impact Study Guidelines
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A n a ly si s To o ls an d Me t h od s
Traffic operations analysis for state highways and local roadways
shall be conducted using tools and methods approved by Yolo
County. Table 6 identifies recommended analysis tools. Other
tools or methods may be used upon receiving approval from the
County Engineer. Special conditions related to congested
conditions, state highway facilities, and roundabouts are
discussed in more detail below.
TABLE 6: INTERSECTION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS RECOMMENDED ANALYSIS TOOL
Traffic Studies1
Software/
Method
Operations2

Signal
Coordination3

FHWA
Roundabout
Guidelines

Arterial/
Interchange
Operations
Planning Design

Unique
Geometrics

Heavily
Congested
Conditions

MultiModal

X

X

X

Synchro/
SimTraffic

X

TRAFFIX

X

HCS

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

AASIDRA

X

Rodel

X

MicroSimulation5

Simulation Analysis4

Roundabouts

X

X

X

X

X

Notes: The most current version of analysis software (with updated software patches) should be used.
1. Refer to thresholds for identifying if a traffic study is required.
2. Appropriate for isolated intersection operations or for signal systems that are not coordinated.
3. Mandatory for coordinated signal systems to maximize vehicle progression.
4. Should be applied to analyzing operations of congested conditions or non-standard conditions where traditional analytical
approaches may not be appropriate.
5. Specific software program selection should be conducted in consultation with the County and consider the types of technical
questions being asked in the study and the modes to be included.
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Congested Conditions
Analysts should note that the HCM recommends the use of
simulation models to analyze congested conditions. Since
simulation tools can simultaneously evaluate vehicle interactions
across a complete network (including the interaction of multiple
modes), they can provide a more complete understanding of
traffic operating conditions during peak congested periods and
what may happen when a specific bottleneck is modified or
eliminated.
State Highway Analysis
In Yolo County, the analysis of state highways could include
freeways and conventional highways. Freeway analysis will
typically include basic freeway segments, ramp junctions,
weaving sections, and ramp terminal intersections. HCM
methods shall be used for basic freeway segments, ramp
junctions, and ramp terminal intersections, but Caltrans has
alternative analysis methods for weaving sections as defined in
the Caltrans Highway Design Manual (HDM Section 504.7). The
Caltrans District 3 traffic operations branch should be consulted
before beginning any weaving analysis. Analyzing ramp terminal
intersections should consider that these intersections are closely
spaced in most cases and operate as an integrated set versus
as isolated locations.
Roundabout Analysis
The 2000 HCM procedures do not provide complete guidance on
how to evaluate roundabouts. Roundabout analysis is critical
when the intersection is projected to operate at or near capacity.
The flowchart on the next page provides a framework for
roundabout analysis within Yolo County.
The framework utilized the FHWA publication, Roundabouts: An
Informational Guide. Specifically, the forecast daily volumes
should be compared against the thresholds shown in Exhibits
3-1 and 3-2 of this document to identify if a roundabout is a
feasible intersection treatment. If the initial check indicates that
the roundabout would be near or at capacity, simulation should
be used, or the roundabout should be redesigned to provide
additional capacity. If the daily volumes are below the threshold
and the intersection is isolated, then a macroscopic analysis may
be sufficient.
Queue lengths should be reviewed to ensure that they do not
spill beyond available storage and interfere with overall
operations. If vehicles have sufficient storage, then volume-tocapacity (V/C) ratios should be reviewed to verify that they are
less than 0.85. If the V/C ratios are less than 0.85, proceed with
sensitivity testing to provide a level of confidence if traffic
volumes increase or decrease beyond what was forecasted.
Transportation Impact Study Guidelines
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When comparing roundabout versus signal control at a given
location, long-term maintenance costs should be calculated and
considered in the evaluation.

Roundabout Analysis Flowchart
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ON-SITE TRANSPORTATION REVIEW
A detailed site review is required for every project. Consideration
should be given to the following qualitative and quantitative
reviews and summarized in the TIS.
•

Existence of any current traffic problems in the local area
such as a high-accident location, non-standard
intersection or roadway, or an intersection in need of a
traffic signal.

•

Applicability of context-sensitive design practices
compatible with adjacent neighborhoods or other areas
that may be impacted by the project traffic.

•

Close proximity of proposed site driveway(s) to other
driveways or intersections.

•

Adequacy of vehicle parking relative to both the
anticipated project demand and zoning code
requirements.

•

Adequacy of the project site design to fully satisfy truck
loading demand on-site, when the anticipated number of
deliveries and service calls may exceed 10 per day.

•

Adequacy of the project site design to provide at least
the minimum required throat depth at project driveways.

•

Adequacy of the project site design to convey all vehicle
types

•

Adequacy of on-site vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian
circulation and provision of safe pedestrian paths from
residential areas to school sites, public streets to
commercial and residential areas, and the project site to
nearby transit facilities.

•

Project site design resulting in inadequate emergency
access or response times.

Appendix D includes a sample illustration of site review
recommendations.

Transportation Impact Study Guidelines
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TRAFFIC FORECASTS AND VMT
ANALYSIS
A fundamental requirement for establishing transportation analysis
is to follow state-of-the-practice or best practice methodology. This
ensures that the analysis meets environmental regulatory
conditions and provides a high level of confidence in the results.
For traffic volume forecasts, which will typically be performed for
specific plan analysis, this means that the forecasting models
being used should meet the following five criteria.
•

The scale of the model should match that of the
project. Most studies will cover local projects, meaning
that they involve specific intersections, roadways,
interchanges, or corridors. Therefore, locally valid travel
demand models should be used to develop traffic
volume forecasts. Using regional travel demand models
without modification to address the scale of the project is
not appropriate.

•

The model should be calibrated and validated within
the study area. The model’s validation in the study area
should be verified for each time period being forecast
(i.e., daily, AM peak hour, PM peak hour, etc.) and for
each mode being analyzed.

•

The model validation should include static and
dynamic tests. Static validation tests should include
those specified in Travel Forecasting Guidelines
(Caltrans, 1992), Model Validation and Reasonableness
Checking Manual, (FHWA, 1997). Dynamic tests verify
that the model contains an appropriate level of sensitivity
related to the types of transportation network or land use
changes associated with the project. Appendix E
contains sample tests.

•

The model forecasts should be adjusted to account
for base year model error. Raw model volume
forecasts need to be adjusted to account for differences
between base year model volume estimates and base
year traffic counts. The specific methodology should be
based on National Cooperative Highway Research
Project 255, Highway Traffic Data for Urbanized Area
Project Planning and Design, Transportation Research
Board, December 1982.

•

The model’s land use or socioeconomic forecasts
should be tested for reasonableness. Models are
used to forecast travel demand for a specific horizon
year (i.e., 20 years). The land use and socioeconomic
forecasts need to match the horizon year and be based
Transportation Impact Study Guidelines
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on reasonable market conditions that reflect past and
future development trends for the specific study area.
A sixth criteria also applies to the specific plan areas in the Yolo
County General Plan due to Policies CI-3.18 and CI-3.19, which
state that vehicle miles of travel (VMT) generated by these areas
shall be measured based on a travel demand forecasting model
that is sensitive to built environment variables including but not
limited to the 4Ds (density, diversity, design, and destinations).
The intent of these policies is to recognize the influence of the
built environment on vehicle trip making both in terms of vehicle
trip generation and trip length.
The form of the model may be a spreadsheet (see
http://coolconnections.org/solutions/4ds/ for an example), a
conventional four-step travel demand model that includes the
built environmental variables or uses them as a post-processor,
or an activity based model (i.e., SACOG’s SACSIM model) that
has demonstrated sensitivity to the built environment variables.
VMT is also required to be monitored for the Dunnigan Specific
Plan area per Policy CI-3.18. The monitoring can be performed
using a household travel survey similar to that described for the
mode split monitoring above (see Appendix F for sample) or
through other methods approved by the County. For example,
another method is to obtain odometer estimates from residents
of the plan area. The odometer estimates would provide only
VMT information, while the survey would provide much more
detailed information about trip purposes, destinations, and use of
other modes.
For the Yolo County General Plan Update, a sub-area model for
the County was developed using the regional SACMET model.
This sub-area model is intended for County-wide analysis and
did not include the 4Ds. Use of this model would likely require
refinement, calibration, and validation for any local studies
unless resource or schedule limitations prevent the development
of a better model. In these cases, the consultant shall meet with
the County to develop optional forecasting methods that are
compatible with the available resources and County-approved
schedule for the project analysis.
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6. IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The main intent of the TIS is to determine potential transportation
impacts of proposed projects. This information is essential for
decision makers and the public when evaluating individual
projects. This section explains what operating conditions shall be
used when determining an impact. These guidelines also
establish criteria for when a project impact is considered
significant.

Does my project result in
a significant impact?

SCENARIO EVALUATION
Transportation impact determination for a proposed development
project shall be based upon the comparison of the following
scenarios using the significance criteria cited below.
•

Existing Conditions vs. Existing Plus Project Conditions

•

Existing Plus Approved Projects Conditions vs. Existing
Plus Approved Projects Plus Project Conditions

•

Cumulative No Project Conditions vs. Cumulative Plus
Project Conditions

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
A project impact is considered significant when it meets the
criteria listed in Table 7.

Transportation Impact Study Guidelines
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TABLE 7: SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Elements

Significant Impact Determination
¾

On-Site
Circulation

¾
¾

Off-Site Traffic
Operations

¾

¾
Bicycle Facilities

Pedestrian
Facilities and
Americans with
Disabilities Act
(ADA)
compliance
Parking
Neighborhood
Electric Vehicles
(NEV)

Trucks (or other
heavy vehicles)

¾
¾
¾
¾

Intersection
Traffic Control
General Plan
Consistency
Other Subject
Areas
Other
Jurisdictional
Requirements

A roadway segment or intersection operates acceptably according to Policy CI-3.1 and CI-3.2
(see Figure 1 on pages 18 and 19 above) under a no project scenario and the addition of
project trips causes overall traffic operations on the facility to operate unacceptably.
A roadway segment or intersection operates unacceptably according to Policy CI-3.1 and
CI-3.2 (see Figure 1 on pages 18 and 19 above) under a no project scenario and the project
adds 10 or more peak hour trips.
A project disrupts existing or planned bicycle facilities or conflicts with adopted County nonauto plans, guidelines, policies, or standards.
The project adds trips to an existing transportation facility or service (e.g., bike path) that does
not meet current design standards.
A project fails to provide accessible and safe pedestrian connections between buildings and to
adjacent streets and transit facilities.
A project disrupts existing or planned pedestrian facilities or conflicts with adopted County nonauto plans, guidelines, policies, or standards.
The project adds trips to an existing transportation facility or service (e.g., sidewalk) that does
not meet current design standards.

¾

A project increases off-site parking demand above that which is desired according to the
County in the immediate project area.

¾
¾

A project fails to consider NEVs in site design.
A project disrupts existing or planned NEV facilities or conflicts with adopted County NEV
plans, guidelines, policies, or standards.

¾

A project fails to provide safe accommodation of forecast truck traffic or temporary
construction-related truck traffic.
The project adds 100 daily passenger vehicle trips (or equivalent – see Section 2 Vehicle and
Truck Trip Equivalencies) to an existing roadway that does not meet current County design
standards (e.g., structural section, horizontal and vertical curves, lane and shoulder width, etc.).

¾

¾
Transit

Project designs for on-site circulation, access, and parking areas fail to meet County or industry
standard design guidelines.
A project fails to provide adequate accessibility for service and delivery trucks on-site, including
access to truck loading areas.

¾

A project creates demand for public transit services above the crush load capacity that is
provided or planned.
A project disrupts existing or planned transit facilities and services or conflicts with adopted
County non-auto plans, guidelines, policies, or standards.

¾

The addition of project traffic causes an all-way stop-controlled or side street stop-controlled
intersection to meet Caltrans signal warrant criteria. All intersections shall first be evaluated
with roundabout intersection control.

¾

A project conflicts or creates inconsistencies with General Plan policies. For specific plans, this
includes exceedance of the 44 VMT generated per household per weekday threshold
established in Policies CI-3.18 and CI-3.19.

¾

The construction of a project creates a temporary but prolonged impact due to lane closures,
need for temporary signals, emergency vehicles access, traffic hazards to bikes/pedestrians,
damage to roadbed, truck traffic on roadways not designated as truck routes, etc.

¾

The project exceeds established significance criteria thresholds for locations under the
jurisdiction of other agencies.
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Section 6: Impact Assessment

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
Cumulative impact analysis must comply with the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Land use development and
infrastructure projects that are consistent with the General Plan,
are expected to rely on the General Plan cumulative traffic
analysis and EIR conclusions. Specific Plans will require updated
cumulative traffic analysis consistent with the following
definitions.
•

The cumulative scenario
Guidelines Section 15130.

•

The general definition of cumulative as a scenario is that
it represents past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
actions regarding land use development and the
transportation network (see CEQA Guidelines Section
15355).

is

required

per

CEQA

The General Plan environmental impact report (EIR) was based
on a full build out of the County’s land use designations and will
generally cover the cumulative traffic effects of consistent
development projects. However, over time, it is likely that general
plan amendments or regional growth will influence background
traffic volumes. If this occurs, individual projects may be required
to conduct a project-specific cumulative analysis based on the
determination of the County Engineer.
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Section 7: Mitigation Measures

7. MITIGATION
MEASURES
All significant project impacts should be mitigated consistent with
the policies of the Yolo County General Plan. Under these
circumstances, the applicant should meet with the County
Engineer to identify mitigation measures that balance the desired
vehicle LOS against other County objectives. Table 8 shows the
appropriate CEQA mitigation actions for each analysis scenario.
Each mitigation measure will require detailed review, often
including traffic operations, to assess resulting impacts. Table 8
provides a list of common mitigation measures that may be
applicable to the proposed project.
TABLE 8: EXAMPLE MITIGATION MEASURES
Mitigation measures may include, but are not limited to, the following examples:
¾
¾
¾
¾

Optimize location of access driveway(s)
Provide additional through traffic lane(s), right-turn lane(s), and left-turn lane(s) if they don’t
adversely impact other modes
Improve sight distances at intersections and driveways to acceptable standards
Provide grade separation of facilities (for very large, major developments only)

Traffic Control
Modifications
(warrants must
be met)

¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Provide for yield or stop control
Install roundabouts
Provide coordination/synchronization of traffic signals along a corridor
Provide turn-lane channelization through raised islands
Restrict certain turn movements

Transit
Facilities

¾
¾

Provide bus turn-outs, bus shelters, additional bus stops, and park-and-ride lots
Fund increases in transit level of service

Parking
Facilities

¾
¾
¾

Design parking facilities to allow free-flow access to and from the street
Provide off-street parking per County standards
Implement shared parking among complementary land uses

Pedestrian and
Bicycle
Facilities

¾
¾

Provide for access to, from, and through the development for pedestrians and bicyclists
Designate Class I bicycle paths, Class II bicycle lanes, and other facilities

Land Use
Changes

¾

Alter density or diversity of uses to achieve vehicle trip reductions

¾
¾
¾
¾

Institute flexible employee working hours where enforceable
Institute preferential parking for carpools
Encourage employees to use carpools and public transportation
Institute Transportation Management Association (TMA)

Roadway
Capacity
Expansion

Travel Demand
Management
(TDM)
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Section 8: Recommended Process and Documentation

8. RECOMMENDED
PROCESS AND
DOCUMENTATION
The project applicant shall retain a professional traffic engineer
to conduct the transportation impact analysis. It is recommended
that the applicant’s consultant conduct the work in the following
phased manner and seek County acceptance before initiating
the next task. In some cases, review by other affected
jurisdictions will be required.
•

Transportation Study Scope of Work detailing project
description, site location, analysis method, area-wide
assumptions, study intersections and/or roadways, peak
hours for analysis, and traffic data collection.

•

Project Trip Generation and Trip Distribution
documenting all key technical assumptions, data
sources, and references.

•

Administrative Draft Transportation Study Report
prepared according to the Scope of Work, Project Trip
Generation, and Trip Distribution approved by the
County.
−

The format of this report may need to be discussed
with the EIR consultant to determine if an
independent transportation study report is required
or if the consultant should prepare a transportation
and circulation section for incorporation into the EIR
or Mitigated Negative Declaration.

•

Draft Transportation Study Report addressing the
County’s comments on the Administrative Draft Report.

•

Final Transportation Study Report / Response to
Public Comments addressing comments from the
County, Caltrans, neighboring cities, etc.
−

The format of this report may need to be discussed
with the EIR consultant. It may be a final report
incorporating the comments or written responses to
public comment.

Appendix B contains a recommended outline for the TIS
document.
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Appendix A:
Sample Trip Generation Calculations

Transportation Impact Study Guidelines

The following table exemplifies how trip generation information and assumptions should be prepared and
documented for submittal to Yolo County.
TABLE A-1: SAMPLE ESTIMATED PROJECT TRIP GENERATION
Daily
Land Use

Size Unit

Trip Rates
AM Peak Hour

Rate

Trips

PM Peak Hour

AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

In

In

Trips
In

Out

Total

In

Out

0.59

0.34

Total

Out

Total

Out

Total

Residential
SingleFamily1

400

du

9.31

3,724

Apartments2

100

du

7.51

751

0.18
0.11

0.54
0.42

0.72
0.53

0.47

0.93

72

216

288

236

136

372

0.26

0.73

11

42

53

47

26

73

3.26

6.26

96

61

157

300

326

626

Commercial
Commercial3

100

ksf

67.91

6,791

0.96

0.61

1.57

3.00

Note: du = dwelling units; ksf = 1,000 square-feet
th

1.

Trip generation based on Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE), Trip Generation, (7 Edition) regression equations for Single-Family
Detached Housing (Land Use Code 210):
Daily: Ln(T) = 0.92 Ln (X) (50% Inbound, 50% Outbound)
AM Peak Hour: T = 0.70(X) +9.43 (25% Inbound, 75% Outbound)
PM Peak Hour: Ln (T) = 0.90 Ln (X) + .53 (63% Inbound, 37% Outbound)
Where: T = trips generated, X = dwelling units, Ln = natural log

2.

Trip generation based on Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE), Trip Generation, (7 Edition) regression equations for Apartment
(Land Use Code 220):
Daily : T = 6.01(X) + 150.35 (50% Inbound, 50% Outbound)
AM Peak Hour: T = 0.49(X) + 3.73 (20% Inbound, 80% Outbound)
PM Peak Hour: T = 0.55(X) + 17.65 (65% Inbound, 35% Outbound)
Where: T = trips generated, X = dwelling units, Ln = natural log

3.

Trip generation based on Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE), Trip Generation, (7 Edition) regression equations for Shopping Center
(Land Use Code 820):
Daily : Ln (T) = 0.65 Ln (X) + 5.83 (50% Inbound, 50% Outbound)
AM Peak Hour: Ln (T) = 0.60 Ln (X) + 2.29 (61% Inbound, 39% Outbound)
PM Peak Hour: Ln (T) = 0.66 Ln (X) + 3.40 (65% Inbound, 35% Outbound)
Where: T = trips generated, X = 1,000 square-feet, Ln = natural log

th

th

th

Source: ITE, Trip Generation, (7 Edition), 2003; Fehr & Peers, 2005.
Additional Notes:


Survey data or the most recent version of ITE should be used to calculate trip generation.



Pass-by reductions should be considered for commercial uses where applicable.

For mixed use developments, internalization should be considered. Internalization can be calculated using ITE’s Trip Generation Handbook.
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1. Introductory Items
•

Front Cover/Title Page – signed and sealed by a registered California Civil or Traffic Engineer

•

Table of Contents, List of Figures, and List of Tables

•

Executive Summary

2. Introduction/Background
•

Project description

•

Project sponsor/contact info

•

Type and size of development

•

Site plan (include proposed driveways, roadways, traffic control, parking facilities, emergency
vehicle access, and internal circulation for vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians)

•

Location map (include major streets, study intersections, and neighboring zoning and land
uses)

3. Existing Conditions
•

Existing roadway system within project site and surrounding area

•

Location and routes of nearest public transit system serving the project

•

Location and routes of nearest pedestrian and bicycle facilities serving the project

•

Figure of study intersections with peak hour turning movement counts, lane geometries, and
traffic control

•

Map of study area showing ADT of study roadways

•

Table of existing peak hour average vehicle delay and LOS

4. Existing Plus Project Conditions
•

Table of trip generation for project

•

Figure/map of trip distribution (in percent)

•

Maps of study area with applicable peak hour turning movements (Project Only and Existing
Plus Project)

•

Table of Existing and Existing Plus Project intersection peak hour average vehicle delay
and LOS
Transportation Impact Study Guidelines

•

Traffic signal and other warrants

•

Findings of project impacts

•

Mitigation measures for project impacts (include a map showing physical mitigation)

•

Scheduling and implementation responsibility of mitigation measures

•

Impacts of mitigation measures

5. Existing Plus Approved Projects Conditions
•

Table of trip generation for approved project(s)

•

Figure and/or table of approved projects trip distribution (in percent)

•

Map of study area with applicable peak hour turning movements (Approved Projects Only and
Existing Plus Approved)

•

Table of intersection peak hour average vehicle delay and LOS

•

Traffic signal and other warrants

6. Existing Plus Approved Projects Plus Project Conditions
•

Similar content to Existing Plus Project Conditions

7. Cumulative and Cumulative Plus Project Conditions
•

Map of study area with Cumulative No Project peak hour turning movements

•

Map of study area with Cumulative Plus Project peak hour turning movements

•

Table of Cumulative and Cumulative Plus Project intersection peak hour average vehicle delay
and LOS

•

Traffic signal and other warrants

•

Findings of project impacts

•

Mitigation measures for project impacts (include a map showing physical mitigation)

•

Scheduling and implementation responsibility of mitigation measures

•

Impacts of mitigation measures
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8. Construction Impacts

9. Phasing Impacts (for large projects only)

10. Appendices
•

List of references

•

List of authors

•

Traffic counts

•

Technical calculations for all analyses – signed and sealed by a registered California Civil or
Traffic Engineer
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LOS Policies of Adjacent Jurisdictions
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C it y of D av i s Ge ne ral P l a n ( A do pte d May 2 001 )
Unless preempted by the County Congestion Management Plan, Level of Service “E” for automobiles is
sufficient for arterials and collectors (both intersection and segment operations) during peak traffic hours
(e.g., rush hour). Level of Service “D” for automobiles is sufficient for arterials, collectors, and major
intersections during non-peak traffic hours. (See Glossary and Definitions for definition of “Major
Intersections.”) Neighborhood plans or corridor plans can allow for a level of service of “F” at peak times if
approved by the City Council. LOS “F” is acceptable during peak hours in the Core Area. The reasons for
adopting the new standards include:
•

High LOS standards to achieve low levels of congestion are not necessarily linked to urban vitality
and quality of life.

•

The reduced standards would be consistent with community objectives of avoiding road widenings,
which would be unacceptable in terms of community character.

•

High LOS standards make infill development more difficult because infill uses the capacities of
streets and may cause traffic volumes to approach the capacities of streets.

•

Allowing higher levels of congestion may encourage alternative modes of transportation.

C it y of W es t S ac ra me nt o Ge ner a l P lan ( A d op t ed D ec e mbe r 2 00 4)
The City shall endeavor to maintain a Level of Service “C” on all streets within the city, except at
intersections and on roadway segments within one-quarter mile of a freeway interchange or bridge
crossing of the Deep Water Ship Channel, barge canal, or Sacramento River, where a Level of Service “D”
shall be deemed acceptable.
C it y of W in t e rs Ge ne ra l P la n ( A d op t ed Ma y 19 92)
The City shall endeavor to maintain a Level of Service “C” or better, as defined by the 1985 Highway
Capacity Manual or subsequent revisions, on all streets and intersections within the city.
C it y of W oo d la nd G en er a l Plan (A do pte d De ce mb er 2 002 )
The City shall develop and manage its roadway system to maintain LOS “C” or better on all roadways,
except within one-half mile of state or federal highways and freeways and within the Downtown Specific
Plan area. In these areas, the City shall strive to maintain LOS “D” or better. Exceptions to these level of
service standards may be allowed in infill areas where the City finds that the improvements or other
measures required to achieve the LOS standards are unacceptable because of the right-of-way needs, the
physical impacts on surrounding properties, and/or the visual aesthetics of the required improvement and
its impact on community character.
Caltrans
See Figure 1.
University of California at Davis
LOS D is the minimum acceptable LOS according to the 2003 Long Range Development Plan Final EIR.
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Appendix D:
Sample Site Plan Review
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Appendix E:
Travel Demand Model Validation Tests
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As noted in the TIS guidelines, the model validation should include both static and dynamic tests. Static
validation tests compare the model’s base year traffic volume estimates to traffic counts using the
statistical measures listed below and the threshold criteria contained in Table E-1 as specified in the Travel
Forecasting Guidelines, Caltrans, 1992.
•

Volume-to-Count Ratio – is computed by dividing the volume assigned by the model and the
actual traffic count for individual roadways model-wide.

•

Percent of Links Within Caltrans Deviation Allowance – the deviation is the difference between the
model volume and the actual count divided by the actual count.

•

Correlation Coefficient – estimates the correlation between the actual traffic counts and the
estimated traffic volumes from the model.

•

Percent Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) – is the square root of the model volume minus the
actual count squared divided by the number of counts. It is a measure similar to standard deviation
in that it assesses the accuracy of the entire model.

TABLE E-1: STATIC VALIDATION CRITERIA AND THRESHOLDS
Criteria for Acceptance1

Validation Item
Percent of links with volume-to-count ratios within Caltrans
deviation allowance

At Least 75%

Correlation Coefficient

At Least 0.88

Percent Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)

Below 40%

Notes:
1

Travel Forecasting Guidelines, Caltrans, 1992.

Dynamic validation determines a model’s sensitivity to changes in land uses and/or the transportation
system. These tests are recommended in the Model Validation and Reasonableness Checking Manual
(Travel Model Improvement Program, FHWA, 1997). The results of dynamic validation tests are inspected
for reasonableness in the direction and magnitude of the changes.
Dynamic validation can include the following model sensitivity tests, as appropriate given the specific type
of project under analysis.
•
•
•
•
•

Add lanes to a link
Add a link
Delete a link
Change link speeds
Change link capacities

•
•
•
•

Add 100 households to a TAZ
Add 1,000 households to a TAZ
Add 5,000 households to a TAZ
Add 10,000 households to a TAZ

Review of the dynamic validation tests should indicate changes to the model volumes have occurred in the
appropriate direction and magnitude.
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2003 Travel Diary Study
TRAVEL SURVEY INSTRUCTIONS
THE MATERIALS
This packet contains:
a) a cover letter and these instructions
b) a Travel Diary
c) an overflow sheet, if needed to record more trips than fit on the Travel Diary
d) a Household Travel Survey
e) a postage paid return envelope.
Please review the materials briefly before continuing to read the instructions. If any materials are missing,
please call Lee or Rachel of the National Research Center, Inc. at 303-444-7863, and materials will be
mailed to you.

e
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YOUR TRAVEL DIARY DAY
The day selected for you to record your travel on the enclosed Travel Diary is SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 2003.
You should keep your travel diary on this day regardless of weather or number and type of activities you
have planned.
IMPORTANT: You should not change your travel behavior just because you are keeping this diary. If
you were going to take the car, take the car. If you were planning to go by bus, go by bus. Don’t let
the fact that you are recording your travel influence how or whether you go places.

m
a
S

Honest responses of your travel behavior for a single day whether your travel is typical or unusual are
needed for this study to be reliable. Please record all trips whether you are a passenger, driver or
pedestrian. If you will be out of town or have a problem with the day you have been assigned, you
may complete the diary on the same day of the next week (on Sunday, October 5th). However, if you
must do this, please contact Lee or Rachel at 303-444-7863 as soon as possible to let us know of the
change in your travel diary day.
COMPLETING THE TRAVEL DIARY
The travel diary is the 8½” x 11” card included in this packet. You should take this card with you on Sunday,
your assigned travel diary day. On it you will report every trip you make, beginning at 12:01 am (that is, right
after midnight of the previous day) until 12:00 midnight Sunday.
WHAT IS A “TRIP”?
A trip is a one-way journey that takes you further than one city block (about 200 yards) from your original
location. Examples of trips include:
1) You take your car to work 6 miles away
2) You walk 2 blocks to the grocery store
3) You carpool with another person 12 blocks to the Park-n-Ride (bus pick-up)
4) You ride your bike 2 miles along the Boulder Creek for enjoyment
5) You jog along the Mesa Trail for exercise
6) You take the bus to Denver for a concert.
Examples of what does NOT count as a “trip” include:
1) You walk across the hall to use the photocopier;
2) You drive to the next building (less than 200 yards away) for a business meeting;
3) You skateboard across the street to the neighbor's house.
A round trip counts as two trips. For example:
1) You drive to the grocery store and back. Record two trips on your diary.
2) You go for a half-hour jog or bike ride. (This is counted as two trips because you leave home on the
first leg of the trip and return home on the second leg. Your “destination” is your halfway point.)
(continued on reverse side)

What if you don't make any trips during the day assigned to you? There is a box on the Travel Diary
form you can check if you make no trips on your assigned travel day. Please check this box, and complete
the Household Survey. It is important that we get an accurate picture of travel patterns within Boulder,
including the number of people who make no trips.
What if you make more than 9 trips during the day assigned to you? The Travel Diary allows you to
record up to 9 trips. If you take more than this number on your assigned day, please use the overflow sheet.
If you make more trips than can be recorded on the Travel Diary and overflow sheet, call the National
Research Center, and they will either record your trips over the phone, or send you more overflow sheets.
What if you work a job that requires frequent travel on the day assigned to you? If you work a job that
requires you to make many trips during the 24-hour period (e.g., cab driver, pizza delivery driver, sales
person), please call the National Research Center. Lee or Rachel will give you special instructions for
completing your Travel Diary.

e
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What about trips with multiple stops? Record each leg of the trip. An example:
You walk with your 8-year old to school, then catch the bus to downtown Boulder to shop, then return
home, stopping to pick up a prescription at the drugstore. This would be counted as four trips.
Outbound from your home the destination is the school. The next destination is downtown. Inbound
back to your home, record first the stop at the drugstore, and then your home.
What about walking to a bus stop (or other trips with changes of travel mode)? Please record every
leg of a trip, even when it is just to change travel modes. For example, if you drive to the Park-n-Ride (1
mile), then take the bus to Denver (25 miles) and then walk 5 blocks to work, all three of those trips should
be recorded on the Travel Diary form. The purpose of the first two trips would be to “change travel mode”,
while the third would be “work commute”.
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What about bus transfers? Stops only to transfer from one bus to another do not count as separate trips.
EXAMPLE OF A COMPLETED TRAVEL DIARY
Jane Smith drove from her home at 3523 N. 16th Street to work at CU, first dropping her 9 year old daughter
at University Hill Elementary School. At noon, Jane walked to the Hill for lunch (5 blocks from the building
on campus where she works). After work, Jane picked up her daughter and drove home. She jogged for
two miles in her neighborhood before dinner. When dinner was over, Jane and her family rode their bikes to
the Willow Springs Shopping Center for ice cream.
The Travel Diary example on the next page shows how Jane’s form would be completed. Please note the
following:
1. Jane’s travel to work with her daughter is counted as two trips; the first is with her daughter to the
elementary school -- this trip is designated as “drive a passenger”; the second is from the school to
work.
2. Although Jane is going to a “school” (CU), it is for the purpose of work, and is designated as a “work
commute” trip.
3. Jane records her trip (walking) to lunch as well as her trip from lunch back to work (two trips). Her trip
back to the school is recorded as “work commute”, because she is returning to her workplace, although
she did not come straight from home.
4. After work, Jane’s trip to pick up her daughter (even though the daughter is not in the car) is designated
as a trip to “drive a passenger”.
5. Jane counts her jog in the neighborhood as two trips, even though she made no stops between leaving
home and returning home. “Jogging” and “running” are considered “walking” for the purposes of this travel
diary.
6. When the family rides their bikes to the shopping center for an ice cream, this is a “snack” and is
designated as “social/recreation” rather than eating a meal.
The INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE TRAVEL DIARY on the reverse side of the example diary
give more detailed information about completing your diary form. Please contact Lee or Rachel at National
Research Center, Inc. at 303-444-7863 if you have any other questions. Thank you very much for your
participation in this study.

EXAMPLE OF A COMPLETED TRAVEL DIARY
(See previous page for descriptions of Jane’s travel on her assigned day.)
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Instructions for Completing the Travel Diary
Please remember to
fill in the date of the
day you complete
the travel diary!

e
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Record the location at
which
you
are
beginning your travel
for the day. If it is your
home
(the
same
address as in the
information box), you
may just write "SAME"
however be sure to
include the Nearest
Cross Streets.

Please list the address, building or
nearest intersection to the location
you are going. You do not need to
determine the precise address of
every location if you can name an
intersection, or a building, which is
common enough to be recognized
(e.g., "Crossroads Mall").

Please try to keep good estimates of the
start and end times. These are the start
and end times of the TRIP, not of the
reason you are making the trip. For
example, if you go to the store, please
record the time you left for the store (trip
start time), and then the time you arrived
at the store (trip end time). When you
leave the store, please record the time
you left the store (trip start time), and
then the time you arrived at your next
destination (trip end time). The time you
leave the store is not the trip end time of
the first trip; we are only interested in the
duration of the actual trip to the store, not
how much time was spent at the store.

Go Home: A trip from some other location to your usual place of residence.
Personal Business: Travel which is made to obtain services, not products. (E.g.
bank, post office, doctor, auto repair.)
Shopping: Travel to shop or to purchase products.
School: Travel by a student to college or school. Travel by a teacher or other
employee to the school where employed should be classified as a work commute
trip. If you are driving a student to school, the trip should be classified as "drive a
passenger.”
Work Commute: Travel to or from your workplace.
Other Work/business: Travel done for work, to someplace other than the
workplace. (E.g., sales calls, trips to purchase office supplies for work.)
Social/Recreation: Trips made when no business is transacted. (E.g., parties,
participatory sports, cultural or athletic events, church activities, visits to friends.)
Eat a Meal: Examples include going to a restaurant, going to a friend's house for
dinner, or home from work for lunch. Stops for snacks or refreshments should be
classified as "social/recreation".
Drive a Passenger: Use this category for trips or stops to pick up or deliver
someone to a specific location. (E.g., taking a friend to the store, picking up a child
from school.)
Change Travel Mode: If you drive your car, walk more than one block, or ride your
bike to catch the bus, this is a "change travel mode" trip. However, if you transfer
from one bus to another, it should not be included in this category because you
traveled in buses without changing travel modes. (Be sure to record all the routes
you used to make the trip.)
Other: Any trip you make which does not seem to fit in the categories listed should
be put in the "other" category. Please list what the trip purpose was in the blank
provided. Also, if you have a question as to where to put a certain trip because you
can't decide between two categories, list it in the "other" category.

S

If you did not make
any trips in the 24hour
period,
you
should indicate so by
checking this box.
Please make sure
you have filled out
your name, address
and the diary date
assigned to you; you
do not need to
complete the rest of
the diary.

Please
include
yourself as one of the
adults if you are in a
vehicle!

You can record the
number
of
blocks
instead of miles if it is
easier, but PLEASE
write in "blocks" on
your form, so we don't
mistake it for miles. If
you are in a vehicle
with an odometer,
please check it at the
beginning and end of
each trip you make.

Be careful if you select "car or light
truck", because there are two
answers for this category -passenger or driver. If you use one of
these categories, please also fill in
the number of adults and children in
the vehicle (including yourself as one
of the adults). "Large commercial
truck" refers to large trucks used by
businesses for commercial purposes.

2003 Travel Diary
Please record all of your trips, whether you are a passenger, driver, or pedestrian.
The information on the first row is included only as an example. Please refer to the instructions if you are not sure how to record your trip.

Nearest Cross Streets:

DIARY DATE:

&

DESTINATION
(address, building or
nearest cross streets)

trip start time
trip end time
hour:min am/pm hour:min am/pm

&

7:13

AM

7:22

AM

1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute
7. social/recreation
9. drive passenger

Grape

trip purpose
2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business
8. eat a meal

10.change travel mode

11. other:

_____________________
1

___________________ &

___ : ___

_____________________

1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

S

___ : ___

11. other:

_____________________
2

___________________ &

___ : ___

_____________________

___ : ___

1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

11. other:

_____________________
3

at beginning of day:
at end of day:

Foothill Elementary
example
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If using motor vehicle, list odometer reading:

City/State/Zip:

City/State/Zip:

Broadway



Street Address:

Address:

trip
#

I did not leave the house today:

STARTING POINT ADDRESS

Name:

___________________ &
_____________________

___ : ___

___ : ___

1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

11. other:

travel method
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:

1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:

est. trip
miles

3 miles

number of people in
vehicle (inc. yourself)
children
adults

1

1

trip
#

DESTINATION
(address, building or
nearest cross streets)

trip start time
trip end time
hour:min am/pm hour:min am/pm
1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

_____________________
4

___________________ &

___ : ___

___ : ___

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal
10.change travel mode

11. other:

_____________________
5

___________________ &

___ : ___

___ : ___

_____________________

1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

11. other:

_____________________
6

___________________ &

___ : ___

___ : ___

_____________________

1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

11. other:

_____________________
7

___________________ &

___ : ___

_____________________

1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

S

___ : ___

11. other:

_____________________
8

___________________ &

___ : ___

_____________________

___ : ___

1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

11. other:

_____________________
9

___________________ &
_____________________

___ : ___

___ : ___

travel method
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:

e
l
p
m
a

9. drive passenger

_____________________

trip purpose
2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

11. other:

1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:

est. trip
miles

number of people in
vehicle (inc. yourself)
children
adults

Overflow Sheet
trip
#

DESTINATION
(address, building or
nearest cross streets)

trip start time
trip end time
hour:min am/pm hour:min am/pm
1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

_____________________
10

___________________ &

___ : ___

___ : ___

_____________________

_____________________
11

___________________ &

___ : ___

___ : ___

_____________________

_____________________
12

___________________ &

___ : ___

___ : ___

_____________________

_____________________
13

___________________ &

___ : ___

_____________________

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

11. other:
1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

11. other:
1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

11. other:
1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

11. other:

_____________________
14

___________________ &

___ : ___

_____________________

___ : ___

_____________________
15

___________________ &
_____________________

___ : ___

___ : ___

travel method
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:

e
l
p
m
a

7. social/recreation

S

___ : ___

trip purpose
2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

11. other:
1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

11. other:

1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:

est. trip
miles

number of people in
vehicle (inc. yourself)
children
adults

trip
#

DESTINATION
(address, building or
nearest cross streets)

trip start time
trip end time
hour:min am/pm hour:min am/pm
1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

_____________________
16

___________________ &

___ : ___

___ : ___

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal
10.change travel mode

11. other:

_____________________
17

___________________ &

___ : ___

___ : ___

_____________________

1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

11. other:

_____________________
18

___________________ &

___ : ___

___ : ___

_____________________

1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

11. other:

_____________________
19

___________________ &

___ : ___

_____________________

1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

S

___ : ___

11. other:

_____________________
20

___________________ &

___ : ___

_____________________

___ : ___

1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

11. other:

_____________________
21

___________________ &
_____________________

___ : ___

___ : ___

travel method
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:

e
l
p
m
a

9. drive passenger

_____________________

trip purpose
2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

1. go home
3. shopping
5. work commute

2. personal business
4. school
6. other work/business

7. social/recreation

8. eat a meal

9. drive passenger

10.change travel mode

11. other:

1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:
1. car or light truck (driver)
2. car or light truck (passenger)
3. bus/transit (route(s):
4. school bus
5. large commercial truck
6. motorcycle
7. taxi (passenger)
8. bicycle
9. walk
10. other:

est. trip
miles

number of people in
vehicle (inc. yourself)
children
adults

City of Boulder
c/o National Research Center, Inc.
3005 30th Street
Boulder, CO 80301
303-444-7863

2003 Travel Diary Study

HOUSEHOLD TRAVEL SURVEY

Please complete the following survey regarding your household and return it with your Travel Diary in
the enclosed postage-paid envelope. The survey should take only a few minutes. It is important
because it will help research staff to gauge how representative the people who participate in the diary
study are in relation to Boulder Valley residents as a whole. Your answers to this survey will be kept in
strict confidence and only used in the aggregate. Thank you for your time and help.

GENERAL TRAVEL INFORMATION
1a. On the day you completed the travel diary,
did you have any goods or services delivered to
your work or home, such as a meal (pizza, etc.),
groceries, haircuts or other goods and services?
(Please include deliveries for items you ordered
by phone, through a mail order catalogue, or via
modem or Internet.)
no
yes

Go to question #2
From how many different sources
did you receive deliveries?

3a. Please indicate the city in or nearest to your
primary work place.
Boulder
Louisville
Denver
Longmont
Broomfield
Lafayette
Other city, specify:

e
l
p

3b. In the space below, please write in the address,
building and/or nearest cross streets of your
primary work place.
Building or address:

m
a
S
sources

1b. If you received delivery of goods or services
to your work or home, did the delivery or
deliveries substitute for a travel trip you
might have made to seek the good or
service?
no
yes
2.

2a. Employees telecommute when they fulfill
their job responsibilities at home by
substituting telecommunications (computer,
modem and/or phone) for work-related
travel. Did you telecommute on the day you
completed the travel diary?
no
Go to question #3a
yes
2b. If you did telecommute, did working at home
reduce the number of single-occupancy
vehicle trips you made on the day you
completed the travel diary?
no
yes

&

4.

About how close is the nearest bus stop to your
residence?
less than 1 block
1 - 3 blocks
4 - 5 blocks
6 - 10 blocks
11 - 15 blocks
16 - 20 blocks
21 blocks or more
Don’t know

5.

How many passenger cars, vans and light trucks
does your household own or normally have use
of?

Are you employed?

no
Go to question #4
yes, part-time
yes, full-time

Nearest cross streets:

HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION

vehicles

6a. How many usable bicycles does your household
have?
bicycles

6b. In the last month, about how frequently have you
ridden a bicycle:
For Recreation

For Commuting

Five or more times a week

Five or more times a week

2 to 4 times a week

2 to 4 times a week

Once a week

Once a week

Twice a month or less

Twice a month or less

Never

Never

7.

About how much was the TOTAL 2002 income
before taxes for your household as a whole? In
the total, please include income before taxes as
well as money from all sources for all persons
living in your household.(For example, include
everyone's income from self-employment, gifts, interest on
savings, social security, AFDC, the value of food stamps
received, pension or disability benefits, child support, as
well as wages, tips and salary.)

less than $14,999
$15,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $149,999
$150,000 or more
8.

9.

15 to 17 years
18 to 24 years
25 to 34 years

e
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15. Which category contains your age?
16 to 24 years old
25 to 34 years old
35 to 44 years old
45 to 54 years old
55 to 64 years old
65 years or older

16. Which category best describes your race?
African American/black
Caucasian/white
Asian or Pacific Islander
Native American
Other

m
a
S

10. Please record the number of household
members in each of the following age
categories.
(Please remember to include
yourself.)

7 to 14 years

13. Are you a student at the University of Colorado,
Boulder campus?
no
yes

17. Which category best describes your ethnicity?
Hispanic
Non-Hispanic

Do you rent or own your residence?
rent
own

0 to 6 years

years

14. What is your gender?
male
female

Please check the one choice below which best
describes the kind of residence in which you live.
a detached single family home
a duplex or triplex
an apartment
a condominium or townhouse
a mobile home
group quarters (e.g., dormitory, fraternity
or sorority, nursing home)
other: __________________________

Age Category

INDIVIDUAL INFORMATION
12. How many years have you lived in Boulder?
(Please mark “0” if less than 6 months.)

Number in
Household

Number in
Household

Age Category

35 to 44 years

45 to 54 years
55 to 64 years

65 or older

11. Are any of the household members students at
the University of Colorado, Boulder campus?
no
yes
How many are full-time?
students

How many are part-time?
students

18. How much education have you completed?
0 to 11 years of school
high school
some college or associate's degree
bachelor's degree
graduate/professional degree
19. Do you have an Eco-Pass, an annual pass that
allows you unlimited bus rides?
no, I don't have an Eco-Pass
yes, through my employer
yes, through my neighborhood
yes, a CU Boulder student Buff One pass
yes, CU Boulder faculty/staff Buff One pass
yes, other pass: ___________________
19a. If you have an Eco-Pass, about how often,
on average, do you use your pass?
more than once a week
about once a week
about once every two weeks
about once a month
less often than once a month

Thank you very much for taking the time to complete this survey.
Please return this with your travel diary in the postage paid envelope provided.

Appendix G:
FHWA Vehicle Classification Definitions

Transportation Impact Study Guidelines

FHWA VEHICLE CLASSES WITH DEFINITIONS
(Source: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policy/ohpi/vehclass.htm)
Class 1: Motorcycles -- All two or three-wheeled motorized vehicles. Typical vehicles in this category
have saddle type seats and are steered by handlebars rather than steering wheels. This category includes
motorcycles, motor scooters, mopeds, motor-powered bicycles, and three-wheel motorcycles.
Class 2: Passenger Cars -- All sedans, coupes, and station wagons manufactured primarily for the
purpose of carrying passengers and including those passenger cars pulling recreational or other light
trailers.
Class 3: Other Two-Axle, Four-Tire Single Unit Vehicles -- All two-axle, four-tire, vehicles, other than
passenger cars. Included in this classification are pickups, panels, vans, and other vehicles such as
campers, motor homes, ambulances, hearses, carryalls, and minibuses. Other two-axle, four-tire singleunit vehicles pulling recreational or other light trailers are included in this classification. Because automatic
vehicle classifiers have difficulty distinguishing class 3 from class 2, these two classes may be combined
into class 2.
Class 4: Buses -- All vehicles manufactured as traditional passenger-carrying buses with two axles and
six tires or three or more axles. This category includes only traditional buses (including school buses)
functioning as passenger-carrying vehicles. Modified buses should be considered to be a truck and should
be appropriately classified.
NOTE: In reporting information on trucks the following criteria should be used:
1. Truck tractor units traveling without a trailer will be considered single-unit trucks.
2. A truck tractor unit pulling other such units in a "saddle mount" configuration will be considered one single-unit truck and
will be defined only by the axles on the pulling unit.
3. Vehicles are defined by the number of axles in contact with the road. Therefore, "floating" axles are counted only when in
the down position.
4. The term "trailer" includes both semi- and full trailers.

Class 5: Two-Axle, Six-Tire, Single-Unit Trucks -- All vehicles on a single frame including trucks,
camping and recreational vehicles, motor homes, etc., with two axles and dual rear wheels.
Class 6: Three-Axle Single-Unit Trucks -- All vehicles on a single frame including trucks, camping and
recreational vehicles, motor homes, etc., with three axles.
Class 7: Four-Axle Single-Unit Trucks -- All trucks on a single frame with four or more axles.
Class 8: Four or Fewer Axle Single-Trailer Trucks -- All vehicles with four or fewer axles consisting of
two units, one of which is a tractor or straight truck power unit.
Class 9: Five-Axle Single-Trailer Trucks -- All five-axle vehicles consisting of two units, one of which is
a tractor or straight truck power unit.
Class 10: Six or More Axle Single-Trailer Trucks -- All vehicles with six or more axles consisting of two
units, one of which is a tractor or straight truck power unit.

Transportation Impact Study Guidelines

Class 11: Five or fewer Axle Multi-Trailer Trucks -- All vehicles with five or fewer axles consisting of
three or more units, one of which is a tractor or straight truck power unit.
Class 12: Six-Axle Multi-Trailer Trucks -- All six-axle vehicles consisting of three or more units, one of
which is a tractor or straight truck power unit.
Class 13: Seven or More Axle Multi-Trailer Trucks -- All vehicles with seven or more axles consisting of
three or more units, one of which is a tractor or straight truck power unit.

Transportation Impact Study Guidelines

